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ABSTRACT The RNA-binding N-terminal arm of the coat protein of cowpea chlorotic mottle virus has been studied with five
molecular dynamics simulations of 2.0 ns each. This 25-residue peptide (pep25) is highly charged: it contains six Arg and
three Lys residues. An a-helical fraction of the sequence is stabilized in vitro by salts. The interaction of monophosphate (Pi)
ions with pep25 was studied, and it was found that only two Pi ions are bound to pep25 on average, but water-mediated
interactions between pep25 and Pi, which provide electrostatic screening for intrapeptide interactions, are abundant.
Shielding by the Pi ions of repulsive electrostatic interactions between Arg sidechains increases the a-helicity of pep25. A
hydrogen bond at the N-terminal end of the a-helix renders extension of the a-helix in the N-terminal direction impossible,
in agreement with evidence from nuclear magnetic resonance experiments.
INTRODUCTION
Cowpea chlorotic mottle virus (CCMV) is a spherical plant
virus of the group of bromoviruses. It consists of ribonucleic
acid (RNA) surrounded by 180 identical, icosahedrally ar-
ranged protein subunits (Dasgupta and Kaesberg, 1982).
The virus particle can easily be dissociated and reassembled
in vitro by changing pH and ionic strength (Bancroft and
Hiebert, 1967). The highly positively charged N-terminal
arm (six Arg and three Lys) consisting of the first 25 amino
acids of the coat protein has been found to be essential for
binding the encapsulated RNA (Vriend et al., 1981). Based
on nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments and
secondary structure predictions, Vriend et al. (1982, 1986)
proposed a "snatch-pull" model for the assembly of CCMV
coat protein and RNA. In this model the N-terminal region
of the coat protein changes from a random coil conforma-
tion into an a-helical conformation located between Arg-1O
and Asn-20 on binding viral RNA. Chemical synthesis of
the pentacosapeptide pep25 that contains the first 25 N-
terminal amino acids of CCMV coat protein (ten Kortenaar
et al., 1986) permitted detailed spectroscopic studies to test
the snatch-pull model. Circular dichroism experiments
showed that addition of inorganic salts to pep25 results in an
increase of a-helix content, especially in the presence of
octadecaphosphate (van der Graaf and Hemminga, 1991). A
two-dimensional 1H-NMR study of pep25 indicated the
presence of a conformational ensemble consisting of helical
structures rapidly converting into more-extended states (van
der Graaf et al., 1991). The helical region is found to be
situated between Thr-9 and Ala-17, which agrees remark-
ably well with the secondary-structure predictions (Vriend
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et al., 1986, 1982). This NMR work has been extended by
distance geometry calculations of pep25 in the presence of
tetraphosphate (Pi4) (van der Graaf et al., 1992), which
yielded eight structures belonging to two structure families.
The first family consists of five structures with an a-helix-
like conformation in the middle of the peptide, and the
second family consists of three structures with a more open
conformation. Although the occurrence of two structure
families suggests that even in the presence of Pi4 the pep-
tide is flexible, its tendency to form an a-helical conforma-
tion on binding of phosphate groups is suggested to play an
essential role in RNA binding (van der Graaf et al., 1992).
It is well known that changes in the environment of a
polypeptide chain can induce changes in the conformation
(Timasheff, 1992), for example, the unfolding of proteins
induced by urea (Sijpkes et al., 1993) or the promotion of
a-helix content by alcohols (Brooks and Nilsson, 1993) or
phosphate ions (van der Graaf and Hemminga, 1991). The
precise mechanism of the action is not known; therefore it is
interesting to study the binding of small molecules to
polypeptides. Theoretical methods such as molecular dy-
namics (MD) simulations are very attractive tools for these
studies because they can give atomic detail on a time scale
(nanoseconds) that is relevant for the motion of these small
molecules. MD simulations were used previously to study
the influence of trifluoroethanol and other alcohols on the
structure of peptides (de Loof et al., 1992; van Buuren and
Berendsen, 1993; Brooks and Nilsson, 1993; Kovacs et al.,
1995), and simulations of protein unfolding are quite com-
mon (Mark and van Gunsteren, 1992; Brooks, 1993; Tirado-
Rives and Jorgensen, 1993; Caflisch and Karplus, 1994).
The effect of salts on the structure of peptides has also been
studied by simulation techniques (Smith and Pettitt, 1991b;
Smith et al., 1993). Refinement of protein structures based
on NMR or x-ray data is a very important application of
MD, and many methodological improvements are still being
developed (van Schaik et al., 1993; Clarage and Philips,
1994; Fennen et al., 1995). In the context of structure
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determination, pep25 is a very challenging case: there is a
large amount of experimental data from NMR and circular
dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, but the structure is not known
in atomic detail. The conformation of pep25 is influenced
by the addition of phosphate ions; both concentration and
chemical composition of the phosphate molecules are im-
portant for the structure of pep25 (van der Graaf et al.,
1991). It is important to note that a-helical structure is
induced in pep25 not only by neutralization or shielding of
the charged residues but also by specific interaction of
phosphate groups with the peptide. Experimental results
have shown that in the presence of phosphates the a-helix
content is slightly larger than with other salts and that the
use of longer phosphate chains, resembling RNA, drasti-
cally increased the a-helicity (van der Graaf et al., 1991).
Here we have attempted to model pep25 by simulations
in the presence of monophosphate (Pi) ions. The questions
that we will address are the following: 1) Where do phos-
phate ions bind to the peptide? 2) Which part of the peptide
is a-helical in the presence of phosphates? 3) How stable is
the a-helix in the simulation? 4) Why does the a-helix not
extend in the N-terminal direction from Arg-10?
We will emphasize the comparison of simulation data
with experimental data, such as 1H, chemical shifts and
a-helicity (corresponding to ellipticity from CD measure-
ments). For comparison, we also performed simulations of
pep25 without counterions and of pep25 in the presence of
a Pi4 molecule and in the presence of a Pi8 molecule,
although these simulations suffer from methodological
problems, in particular in the treatment of electrostatic in-
teractions (Smith and Pettitt, 1991a) and in the limited
sampling of phase space.
METHODS
Starting structure for pep25
The peptide pep25 resembles the N-terminal arm of the CCMV coat
protein; its sequence is given in Table 1. As a starting structure for our
simulations we used the distance geometry structure with the largest
number of a-helical residues (structure 3 of van der Graaf et al. (1992)).
Docking phosphate on pep25
The usual procedure for placing ions around a polypeptide chain for MD
simulation is first to solvate the protein and subsequently to replace water
molecules by ions at the positions that are energetically most favorable.
Because this procedure does not work for large ions such as Pi, we
employed another method. We obtained the starting conformations for the
MD simulations with phosphate by performing vacuum MD simulations in
which pep25 was surrounded by randomly distributed phosphate mole-
cules. To avoid immediate clustering of the phosphate molecules on the
charged sidechains of pep25 owing to the omission of explicit water
molecules we used a relative dielectric constant Er of 4 to reduce the
strength of the Coulomb interactions. The peptide was harmonically re-
strained to its starting conformation with a force constant of 1000 kJ mol-l
nm-2 to conserve its structure. The simulations were performed at constant
temperature by weak coupling to a temperature bath at 300 K with a
coupling constant of 0.1 ps (Berendsen et al., 1984). The time step was 1
fs in all vacuum simulations. All bonds were constrained to their equilib-
rium length by the SHAKE algorithm (Ryckaert et al., 1977). The simu-
lations were performed with the GROMACS software package (van der
Spoel et al., 1996; Berendsen et al., 1995) on a Silicon Graphics Indy
workstation.
A single vacuum run with p25 and nine randomly distributed Pi mol-
ecules was performed for 25 ps. The starting conformation for the mono-
phosphate run is the last frame from this simulation, which seemed to have
a reasonable distribution of Pi molecules around pep25 and in solution, as
judged by visual inspection. We refer to the simulation from this starting
conformation as Sim 9Pi-D (where D means docked). To test what influ-
ence the starting conformation has on the distribution of the Pi ions during
the simulation, we generated an extra starting conformation, using the same
peptide structure and nine randomly placed Pi ions without docking. We
refer to the simulation from this starting conformation as Sim 9Pi-R (where
R means random).
Ten separate vacuum runs with p25 and three randomly distributed Pi4
molecules were performed for 100 ps. Because of the high charge on the
Pi4 molecules and the lower mobility of Pi4 relative to Pi because of the
larger size, clustering is a more serious problem than with Pi; therefore
multiple docking simulations had to be performed. We overlaid the last
time frame of all 10 simulations to see whether Pi4 clusters to the peptide
in specific positions along the sequence. Then one of these frames that had
all three Pi4 molecules in or close to a different phosphate cluster was
selected. From this conformation two Pi4 molecules were deleted, leaving
the phosphate closest to Arg-10, -13, -14 and -18. To keep things simple for
Pi8, we manually docked one Pi8 at approximately the same position that
Pi4 has in the starting conformation described above, using the Quanta
software package (MSI, 1994). We refer to the simulations with these large
phosphate chains as Sim Pi4 and Sim Pi8, respectively.
Solvation of peptides
For the simulation of pep25 in aqueous solution the peptide was solvated
in a box of simple point charge water (Berendsen et al., 1981) large enough
to accommodate the peptide (approximately 4.8 X 4.8 X 4.8 nm). We built
this water box by stacking cubic boxes containing 216 equilibrated water
molecules. All water molecules within 0.23 nm of a peptide atom were
removed. For the simulations of pep25 with phosphate ions, the phosphate
TABLE 1 Amino acid sequence of pep25, resembling the N-terminal arm of the CCMV coat protein
(Dasgupta and Kaesberg, 1982)
OH OH OH + OH + ON + +
Ac Ser Thr Val Gly Thr Gly Lys Leu Thr Arg Ala Gin Arg Arg Ala
1 5 10 15
+ + ON + + ON OH +
Ala Ala Arg Lys Asn Lys Arg Asn Thr Arg Nac
20 25
The Nac residue at the C-terminus is an NHCH3 group that is present in the chemically synthesized peptide (ten Kortenaar et al., 1986). Indicated are
charged groups (+) and hydrogen-bond forming sidechains. OH is the OH group and ON is the CONH2 group.
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TASLE 2 Number of atoms in each simulation
Slim A' Sim 9P, DIR S itu Pt Situi Pi8
anialysis wxiih 'a ciavitt diuiLi s of' (1579 nin. [he (iurges~arc listed in Table
S. A plot oif thec phosphate mnoleCuLesC , gixVetinI1-Fg~
pep2 276 276 2176 276
Phosphate 63(9Pt ) 19(Pi4 3s Pi8)
HA) IlIX)50) 9792 96821 9972
Total lt)1026 10131 89771 10283
mol0ecuiles were placed in thie box w ith pep25 as descrnhcd abos e befo)re the
pewptidell comiplex w as dissolved. '[he solvattion procedure wa,'s itheti thec
samiie ats in thec rtim without ions. Trhe total numbeitxr olf atomis in each
simutlation is given in Table 2. All live startinig structures were then
sub~jected to eniergy minimizations by thie steepest-descents miethodi. During
mninirnizatio.n the peptide wats harmonticaillv restrainie(l wrthi a force -constant
of I0(XX) kJ miol inm A cutoff' fOr electrostatic interactions o)f I.8 nmn
was uisedl in the energy mninimizationis. Theli final structtires were tised as
starting' confoi-rmations for the produiction MD runs..
Force field for phosphate ions
In the GROMOS587 force field (van Gutnstereni and Berendsen, 1987) 1)0
comnplete paramieter set fOr the pho)sphate ions is available. Therefore we
decided to uise the Lennard-Jones parameters as well as the force cotistants
fOr angle bendinig anid dihedral angle torslios fromi GROMOS87 arid (to
determiine the charges and geometries fromn ab initio) calculations. We did
a fuill geomi-etry Optimization (if Pi (H,P0, withi the 6-31 + +G** basis set.
usinig the Gaussiatn-92 package (Frisch et al.. 1993). Symmiietry was not
takeni inito account (luring the calculation. Subsequentlv we derived the
a(iomic charges fOi thec Pi inolecule. Thei Nilerz -Kollman poipulaition anali-
y,sis, ..ich fits [the chiarges to the moleccular electrotstatic po)tential (Resler
et al.. It"9)). was use-d with thie inicluded solventi reaictioni field ais limple-
tuientedi in Gaussiani-92. [liie computation wais dlone with a dielectric
conistaint of 78.5 and( a cavitv' radiuis of' 0.358 nmi. We Imposed exact
symmiietrv afterward by assigning average charges. bond lenigths. anid
angles tosvrmmetriV-allv idenitical attomis or bo)nds. The resulting, parameters
are listed in Table 3. The charges are ailmiost 501)'C higher thanl those o)f Lee
anid Prohlofskv ( I1982). probably becautse ()1 the iticluIston o.f the soilvent
reaction field.
A l'ull geomietry optimization ot Pi4 II1,P, G' )was dlone with the
3-21GC basis-set, f'ollowed by a Merz-Kolnman poxpulatimn analysis with
cav itv radius of '0.475 nmn. A smialler batsis set thanii for Pt W as Used because
of ithe larger system sizc ( I19 atoms). The fotrce constants fOr the angles
GA-JP GA WPi and GA P G)S (Pi4f aie- taketi ito be thec samie as tho)se for
all 0-P-() angles. except GM111 A)GM. conisNtent wxith thec GROPMGS87
f'Orce f'ield. The patramieters are listedi in [able 4.
Trhe geornetry' of- Pig (H,P,O~S a ot determinned by ab lintitio
CalCUlations: insteadi we co)pied it fromi Pi4 because of the lairge svstemi- siue
(35 atoms) aitid becautse nio large deviations Iroin Pi4 were expected. In
eff'ect, eac~h of thec two rtuiddle PO, groups was copied twice and inisertedl
between its originali positioni andt the central oixvgen atom. Theli charge
dlistribution oin Pig was at,gain calcuilatedi by a Mern -Kollmran population
Molecular is
Five IMI) simulations of' pep2-5 in water were pe-rfonned. Sumn W hiad tio
Counterions. Slitu 9Pi-D haid niiiie Pt molecules startingo fromn a (fockitng
simulationl in vacuutm as describe-d aiboxve. Sim 91Pu-R also haid ninie Pi ionis
star-ting from random po)sitionis. Slitu Pt4 haid one Pi4 ion, and Sitn Pig had
one Pig ion. [Ille GROMOS force f'ield vail (;tunsteren anid Beiendsen.
1987) was used, with inicreased repulsioni betweeni water oxygen anid
carbo)n atomis, as suggested by Vani Buiureti ci al. 19')3), ithe resultingi
paratmeter set is the onie referred to as SW by, D);ura ei al. 1996). Eachi
simulation 2.(0 ns. withi timei of fs. SIIAKE iRyckaert ci al..
1 977) wats uised for all bonds. A iw in-range cutoff f'Or nonbonded interac-
tioils was employed. with short-range cutof'f for Vani der Waals and
Coulomb interactionis of' I.0 nmi and a long-range cutoff- of .8 nm for
Coulomb interactionis that were calculated (luring, neighbo)r-list generationl.
eey20 Is, Sim W' anid Sim 9Pi-D) were actually performied tw ice. the first
timie withi a.single cutoff'of .0 nmi and the second timne as indicated above.
Because (of the I1.0-nim cuitoff the f-irst simulations wxere niot reliable, as,. is
explainedi in the Resuilts section. Therefore we- uisedt only, the simnulations
with 1 .8-nmi long-range interactiotis for our anaIs sis. The temlperattire was
controlle(l by weak Coulpling to a bath of 3(X) K (Berendisen et al., 1984)
with a timie conistanit 0.1I ps. Proteini anid solvent (including phosphaite
where appropriate) were coupled to the hecat bath inidependenitly. Thec
pressure was also controlled by weak coupling w ith a time constant of' I.0
Ps. Unlike in the vacuumi simnulations, no shieldiing of electrostatic inter-
actions was performed becatuse we used a relative dielectric constantt
Er Of 1.
The MD sirnulations were carrieti out withi tile GROMACS sofiwaic
package ivatn der Spo)el et al.. 1 996) on custom-built patrallel computers
tBekker ei al., 1993: Blerenidsen ei al.. 1995f with Intel 861g) CPLUs atid (in
a Silicon Giraphics Power Challenge. On oiur flastest parallel computer wxitfi
28 processors the 21.0-ns, simuilationi of pep25 in water (10)326 particles)
with paramTeters as stated above too)k 8.6 days of C0oml)tuer timei.
Calculation of chemical shifts
To be uble to comp'are ouir simulation datat wxith experimientali d1ata we
needed a method to compute chemiical shiftis f'romi a structure. F-or this
purpose we used the emiplirical miethod of WVilliamlson1 and A-sakural (f1993.
Recently' there has beeti coitisiderabhle progress in the comipitat ion of
chemicall shifts fromi structural data (Spera and Balx, 99 Gsapav andit
Case, 1991. 1994: Williamson artid Asaikura. 1993: Case, 1995). Altfiouch
there has bweetn impres;siv.e progress in the ab initio- based mnethods (Pearson
al., 1995: de Dios et al., 1995) those miethods are not practical for out
pulrpoIse; we want t()i average the chiemicail shif't over otir trajectory of 40(XX)
frames, so the comiputattioni timie must be short. TIhe Williamson-Asakura
miethodi actuially calcuilates the valuie: thus we had to SuLbtract random coil
values fromi the experimnental datai to be able to comipare the data. For this
puirpose w'e used both the recenitly published values (tf Meruitka et al.
TABLE 3 Charges and geometry of Pi
Atomi- q (c) A\tnis k,(tm)A, Atomns 0(3 (0) kA,
P3 1.596- P G0M 0) 1478 376560 GM-P GM1 124.8 585.70
GM)N 0.943-P A (ff637 215 104(0 GM -P GA 10)5.9) 397.48
GA -0.777 GA-11 )09043 .1l 380 OM2 -P GA ff8.21 397.48
HO( 0.422 P GA-- iIlOX .2 397.48
GA-P-OGA 101.5 400
GA Is the alcohol oxygen and GM Is the "chai ged" toxgcn (thiese inames correspotid ito) the GRGMOS atomi types). The two) GM atomis have ditfterenit angles
from the GA atons. Dihedral-1 parameters U()I0 P4-0.4 werc tatkeni froti GROMOGS b(,,i thle bondi( length. ii,, i, thie bond angle. A,, Is t lie fo(rce co)nstant
for bonld stretchning (iti kJ mol nin L) andik A" Iis the fi0uee itsatnt for angle bendu,ing klit- iil ritd
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TABLE 4 Charges and geometry of Pi4
Atom q (e) Atoms 00 (0) kg Atoms bo (nm) kb Atoms 40 (°) k,- n,4
P1 1.85 OA-P-OS 97 400 P-OM 0.155 376560 H-OA-P-OS 34 3.0 3
P2 1.95 OS-P-OS 102 397.48 P-OS 0.165 251040 OA-P-OS-P -19 3.0 3
OM -1.0 OS-P-OM 109 397.48 P-OA 0.164 251040 OS-P-OS-P -222/-147 3.0 3
OS1 -0.92 OA-P-OM 110 397.48 OA-H 0.101 313800
OS2 -0.88 P-OA-H 113 397.48
OA -1.02 OM-P-OM 118 585.76
HO 0.58 P1-OS1-P2 137 397.48
P2-OS2-P2 147 397.48
OA is the alcohol oxygen, OM is the "charged" oxygen, OS is the ether oxygen (these names correspond to the GROMOS atomtypes). Counting from the
central ether oxygen (OS), the OS-P-OS-P dihedral angles are 147 and 222 altematingly. The parameter bo is the bond length, 00 is the bond angle, 4o
is the dihedral angle, kb is the force constant for bond stretching (in kJ mol-' nm-2), ke is the force constant for angle bending (in kJ mol-F rad-2), k4,
is the force constant for the torsion potential (in kJ mol-'), the multiplicity np,, in the dihedral potential is the number of minima in the potential on the
interval of 0 to 3600.
(1995) and the old standard of Bundi and Wuthrich (1979), although the
differences for Ha protons are not large.
RESULTS
Long MD simulations, such as those presented here, pro-
duce great amounts of data to be analyzed. Some properties
can be averaged over the trajectory or over part of the
trajectory and compared with equilibrium properties from
experiments. Examples of these properties are chemical
shifts and radial distribution functions. Other properties,
such as the binding of phosphate molecules to the peptide
and dynamic changes in conformation, are interesting when
dynamic information is analyzed. Most properties, however,
can be viewed in both ways: for example, the formation and
breaking of a hydrogen bond or a salt bridge is a dynamic
process; the radial distribution function is an average property.
We will analyze a number of the properties that can be de-
duced from the simulations that we have performed. It should
be noted here that average properties are meaningful only
when the trajectory represents an equilibrium ensemble. Most
peptides in solution do not have a well-defined conformation;
in other words, an ensemble of many configurations is present
in a peptide solution. We do not pretend to find all possible
conformations or even the most important conformations (with
lowest free energy) in a 2.0-ns simulation of a single peptide.
TABLE 5 Charges on the Pi8 molecule
Atom q (e)
P1 1.85
P2 1.95
P3 1.79
OM -1.00
OS1 -0.88
OS2 -0.82
OS3 -0.76
OA -1.05
HO 0.58
GA is the alcohol oxygen, GM is the "charged" oxygen, OS is the ether
oxygen; these names correspond to the GROMOS atomtypes. Bond
lengths, angles, dihedrals, and force constants are taken from the Pi4
geometry (see Table 4).
Nevertheless, we can calculate a number of average properties
from the simulation trajectories. Comparison with experimen-
tal data should then point out whether (part of) the simulation
data is physically meaningful.
ei-Helicity
The first quantity that we analyzed is the a-helicity, which
corresponds to the ellipticity at 222 nm as measured by CD
experiments. The a-helicity is computed from Ramachand-
ran angles according to a formula of Hirst and Brooks
(1994). We plotted the fraction of time during which each
residue is in an a-helical conformation in Sim W, Sim
9Pi-D, and Sim 9Pi-R (Fig. 2). The a-helix from residue
11-16 is present for more than 60% of the time in Sim
9Pi-D. The smaller peak around Gly-4 in Sim 9Pi-D and the
single peak at Lys-21 can be explained by single residues'
having a-helical 4A/lq angles rather than a local a-helical
conformation of the peptide. In pure water (Sim W) the
a-helix is not so pronounced as in Sim 9Pi-D; especially
notable is the dip at Arg-14. The peak at Lys-21 is missing,
but in the N-terminal part, around Thr-5, a small peak is
present. The curve for Sim 9Pi-R resembles that of Sim W
in the a-helical region, with a notable dip at Arg-14 and, in
contrast to Sim 9Pi-D and Sim W, a peak at Arg-22. When
averaged over the whole peptide and over time, pep25 has
6 a-helical residues in Sim 9Pi-D, 5 in Sim W, and 4.3 in
Sim 9Pi-R. It is important to note that the ellipticity at 222
nm, as obtained from CD experiments, is an average over all
4l/q angles, so it can be compared with our calculated
averages. In Table 6 we have listed the averages. Although
we cannot prove that our simulation represents an equilib-
rium ensemble, the correspondence between experiment
and Sim 9Pi-D is striking.
'H. Chemical shifts
'Ha chemical shifts have been measured for pep25 in the
presence of different phosphates (van der Graaf et al.,
1992). The most striking feature of the 6 values (difference
from random coil values) when they are plotted as a func
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A
FIGURE 1 The Pi (A), Pi4 (B), and Pi8 (C)
molecules. The plot was made with MOL-
SCRIPT (Kraulis, 1991).
C
tion of residue number is the sharp decrease at Arg-10
followed by a slow increase to values near 0 ppm (Fig. 3).
The sharp decrease at Arg-1O has been interpreted (together
with nuclear Overhauser-effect data) as the start of the
a-helical region of pep25. We calculated the 'Ha, chemical
shifts from our trajectories of Sim 9Pi-D and Sim 9Pi-R,
using the method of Willamson and Asakura (1993), and
averaged the shifts over time (Fig. 3). The shifts calculated
as an average over Sim 9Pi-D closely follow the experi-
mental pattern; the trend from Ala-17 to Thr-24 is qualita-
tively reproduced. The sharp decrease in S near Arg-1O is
not so clear in Sim 9Pi-D as in the experimental data, and it
seems to be shifted by one residue to Ala- 1l. In Sim 9Pi-R
the peak at Leu-8 is reproduced quantitatively, but some
large deviations near Ala-15 are visible as well. In the
N-terminal part of the peptide there is a significant differ-
ence between experiment and both Sim 9Pi-D and Sim
0.4
80
60
E
-'*.- 400
20
0 L
0
Residue
FIGURE 2 a-Helicity of all residues of pep25 averaged over time in Sim
W and Sim 9Pi-D, according to the criterion of Hirst and Brooks (1994).
0.2 F
0.0 F
E
-0.2 F
-0.4
-0.6
5 10 15
Residue Number
20 25
FIGURE 3 Conformational Ca-H chemical shifts measured by NMR in
the presence of Pi4 (van der Graaf et al., 1992) and calculated from Sim
9Pi-D and Sim 9Pi-R by the empirical method of Williamson and Asakura
(1993). (Mer) Random coil values of Merutka et al. (1995), (B&W)
Random coil values of Bundi and Wuthrich (1979).
B
Exp. (Pi4) (B&W)
--- Exp. (Pi4) (Mer)
- Sim. pep25+9PI-D
--- Sim. pep25+9Pi-R
I 11
IIII~~~~~~~~~~~~~~IIj
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TABLE 6 Average a-helicity in Sim 9Pi-D/R and Sim W
compared with values from CD spectroscopy (van der Graaf
and Hemminga, 1991)
MD CD
Sim W 20 ± 3% No salt 21.0%
Sim 9Pi-D 24 ± 3% 50 mM Pi 23.6%
Sim 9Pi-R 18 ± 3%
9Pi-R. Because the experimental shifts are very close to
random coil values, this suggests that some residual struc-
ture is present in pep25 during the simulations, which is not
observed experimentally.
Conformation of pep25 in the simulations
Snapshots from the trajectories of Sim W, Sim 9Pi-D, and
Sim 9Pi-R are plotted in Fig. 4 (Sim Pi4 and Sim Pi8 are not
shown). In all simulations the starting conformation of
pep25 is the same. The starting positions of the Pi ions are
clearly different in Sim 9Pi-D and Sim 9Pi-R; in the former
most ions are indeed docked on the peptide. The Arg
residues in the a-helical region are pointing out of the plane
of the paper.
After 1000 ps in Sim W the N- and C-terminal ends of
pep25 have begun to collapse on top of the a-helical region,
a process that continues until the end of the simulation.
After 2000 ps the backbone is curled up, and all charged
residues are pointing outward. Strangely, the a-helix seems
not to be affected to a large degree, and a fair amount of
a-helix is present in the end structure of Sim W. In Sim
9Pi-D four of the Pi molecules are initially located close to
the a-helical region. The peptide seems to behave more as
one would intuitively expect: it stretches (at 1000 ps) and
then contracts again (2000 ps). The Pi ions are swarming
around pep25; they seem not at all tightly bound. In both
Sim 9Pi-D and Sim 9Pi-R the a-helix deforms somewhat,
but the final structures are still more-or-less a-helical.
FIGURE 4 p25 Molecules at (top to bottom) t = 0, t = 1000 ps, and t = 2000 ps in (A) Sim W, (B) Sim 9Pi-D, (C) Sim 9Pi-R. The peptides were rotated
such that the Arg residues are pointing out of the plane. Plots were made with MOLSCRIPT (Kraulis, 1991) and Raster3D (Bacon and Anderson, 1988;
Merritt and Murphy, 1994).
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FIGURE 5 Secondary structure of pep25 in Sim W,
Sim 9Pi-D, and Sim 9Pi-R.
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Secondary structure
A revealing view of a protein or peptide simulation is a plot
of the secondary structure as a function of time. In Fig. 5 we
have plotted the secondary structure, calculated by the
DSSP program (Kabsch and Sander, 1983). We see that in
Sim W the peptide is a-helical from residue 11-20, with a
single residue in the middle (Ala-15) that is not a-helical.
After 250 ps the N-terminal part of the a-helix unfolds; in
the rest of the simulations residues 11-14 alternate among
a-helix, 310-helix, and ir-helix. From -1800 ps the a-helix
is complete, with a length of nine residues (t = 2000 ps).
During the whole simulation the N-terminal part of the
peptide forms many hydrogen-bonded turns. In Sim 9Pi-D
the a-helical region of the peptide alternates among u-helix,
310-helix, and a-helix, where the C-terminal end is less
stable than the N-terminal end. After 500 ps, however, the
a-helix is rather stable, and it remains so for the rest of the
simulation, with little structure in the rest of the peptide.
From 0 through 1320 ps the a-helix starts at Ala-Il, but
from 1340 to 2000 ps it starts at Arg-10. The peptide in Sim
9Pi-R behaves similarly to the one in Sim W, with the
C-terminal end being very stable and the N-terminal end
being a-helical primarily in the first half of the simulation.
Binding of Pi to pep25
We have analyzed the binding of Pi molecules to pep25 in
detail. In Fig. 6 we have plotted the distance from each
FIGURE 6 Smallest distance between any Pi
atom to any atom of a charged sidechain of pep25
in Sim 9Pi-D (bottom) and Sim 9Pi-R (top).
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FIGURE 7 Radial distribution function of Pi-P atoms around sidechain
and backbone proton donors. The central particles over which the RDF was
averaged are denoted in the graphs. A running average over 0.025 nm was
used to enhance clarity.
charged residue to the closest Pi molecule, calculated as the
smallest distance from any Pi atom to any atom of the
charged groups in the peptide (NZ + protons for Lys and
NE, CZ, NH1, NH2 + protons for Arg). Thus the darkest
areas in the figure indicate direct hydrogen bonding and one
shade of gray lighter corresponds to water-mediated inter-
actions. Initially the Pi molecules are distributed rather
evenly around pep25 in Sim 9Pi-D, whereas they are far
away in Sim 9Pi-R, except for a direct hydrogen bond with
Lys-7. During the simulations the distribution of Pi mole-
cules changes; in Sim 9Pi-D the Pi molecules dissolve after
500 ps, only to come back later on in the simulation; only
Lys-7 is close to a Pi all the time. The Pi ions in Sim 9Pi-R
find pep25 after 700 ps, and from that time on the ions are
constantly close to the most-charged residues.
At a more detailed level, a radial distribution function
(RDF) can give information about the environment of indi-
vidual atoms; it can be used to study hydrogen bonding, salt
bridges, and liquid structure in general (Allen and Tildesley,
1987). The RDF is defined as the local density of a certain
group of particles around a central particle, and it can be
averaged over multiple central particles. In Fig. 7 we have
plotted the radial distribution of phosphorus atoms around
proton donor groups in pep25. For the central particles we
used the proton donor atoms rather than the hydrogen atoms
to reduce noise from small fluctuations. The peak around
the neutral groups of Ser/Thr and Asn/Gln is much higher
than the one around any of the other groups in Sim 9Pi-D,
but this is not so for Sim 9Pi-R. From this we can conclude
two things: the Pi ions starting from random positions do
not find the neutral groups, and, once Pi binds to these
groups, it binds tightly. The Arg and Lys RDF plots are very
long-range electrostatic interactions are strong enough to
attract the Pi ions from their random starting positions in
Sim 9Pi-R. The graphs also show a pronounced second
peak, which may be due to neighboring residues but also to
water-mediated hydrogen bonds.
Some special hydrogen-bond configurations between
pep25 and Pi molecules are plotted in Fig. 8. An extended
hydrogen-bonding network occurs among Arg-10, Arg-14,
and a Pi molecule. Triple hydrogen bonding occurs for
Lys-7, Arg-14, Lys-19, and Pi. Although double hydrogen
bonds are not particularly abundant, bifurcated hydrogen
bonds (one acceptor and two donors or vice versa) can be
found quite frequently. The average number of pep25-Pi
hydrogen bonds, including multiple hydrogen bonds with
one residue, is 4.6 for Sim 9Pi-D and 3.9 for Sim 9Pi-R; the
average number of Pi ions that are hydrogen bonded to
pep25 is 2.3 for Sim 9Pi-D and 1.3 for Sim 9Pi-R. We see
from this that every Pi that is bound to pep25 makes, on
average, two hydrogen bonds with it in Sim 9Pi-D and three
hydrogen bonds in Sim 9Pi-R.
Hydrogen bonding involving Thr-9
The hydrogen-bonding network around Thr-9 deserves spe-
cial attention because Thr-9 is one of the key residues in the
snatch-pull model for RNA binding (Vriend et al., 1986).
Hydrogen bonds from backbone as well as from the
sidechain of Gln-12 to the Thr-9 sidechain occur in Sim
9Pi-D. A simultaneous hydrogen bond of the Gln-12
sidechain to the Lys-7 backbone further stabilizes this hy-
drogen-bond network. Although this network is found only
at the very end of the simulation (1900-2000 ps), we did
also observe a hydrogen bond between Gln-12-NH and
Thr-9-Oy (1300-2000 ps). For the rest of the simulation
the amino group of the Gln-12 side chain is hydrogen
bonded to its own backbone atoms or to those of residues
further back in the sequence (Leu-8-O, Lys-7-O, Thr-5-
0). Gln-12-OE1 is hydrogen bonded to its own backbone,
NH, or to other backbone and sidechain atoms (Arg-13-
NH1, Arg-13-NH2, Ala-17-NH). Hydrogen bonds are also
observed between the backbones of Leu-8 and Gln-12 from
0 to 800 ps and of Thr-9 and Arg-13 from 1300 to 2000 ps.
In effect, the latter hydrogen bond implies an extension of
the a-helical conformation towards the N-terminus.
Charge-charge interactions
In Sim 9Pi-D we have not only the attractive interactions
between Pi and peptide but also repulsive interactions be-
tween Pi molecules mutually and between charged
sidechains of Lys and Arg residues. These interactions can
cause problems when they are simulated with a cutoff
radius. What typically happens is that two charges of the
same sign repel each other until the distance is larger than
the cutoff. After that, both charges diffuse randomly until
the distance again becomes smaller than the cutoff. When
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FIGURE 8 Hydrogen bonding between Pi and pep25 sidechains. (Left) Pi ion trapped between Arg-10 and Arg-14, (right) interaction between a Pi ion
and Lys-7, Arg-14, and Lys-19. Plots were made with MOLSCRIPT (Kraulis, 1991) and Raster3D (Bacon and Anderson, 1988; Merritt and Murphy, 1994).
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DISCUSSION
The 25 residue N-terminal fragment (pep25) of the coat
protein of CCMV is a heavily charged peptide (+9). It is not
visible in the electron density of the crystal structure (Speir
et al., 1995) which was determined by use of the symmetry
of the spherical virus coat that contains 180 icosahedrally
arranged protein monomers. NMR has shown that the first
eight residues of pep25 as part of the intact coat protein are
mobile in empty viral capsids (without RNA), whereas the
remainder of the peptide shows a measurable deviation from
random coil 'Ha chemical shifts that is that of very similar
to the isolated pep25 (van der Graaf et al., 1991). NMR and
CD spectroscopy has revealed that the isolated peptide in
solution has a tendency to form a-helices in the presence of
phosphate ions (van der Graaf, 1992). In those experiments,
different phosphate molecules were used as a model for
RNA, to which pep25 is known to bind in the intact virus
particle (Vriend et al., 1986). We performed MD simula-
tions to study the interaction of monophosphate (Pi) ions
with pep25 as a step toward a deeper understanding of
pep25-RNA binding inside the virus particle. Although our
study is not intended as structure refinement, we did com-
pare the MD trajectories with experimental data to deter-
mine whether our results are meaningful in the biological
context of the pep25-RNA interaction.
Three of our simulations, Sim W, Sim Pi4, and Sim Pi8,
suffer from methodological problems. In SimW the absence
of counterions induces large repulsive forces among the
nine charged residues. This problem is slightly reduced for
Sim Pi4; the Pi4 molecule provides some electrostatic
screening, but there still is a net charge of +5 in the system.
Both Sim Pi4 and Sim Pi8 suffer from another problem: The
absence of electrostatic screening from other ions forces
pep25 and the phosphate group to maximize their interac-
tion. In the case of Sim Pi8 all secondary structure in pep25
is lost after 1000 ps because of this effect. In Sim Pi4 this
effect results in partial loss of a-helical structure, and the
termini of pep25 fold around the Pi4 molecule. Although the
conformations that occur in Sim W, Sim Pi4, and Sim Pi8
are not impossible, they do not seem very probable. The
electrostatic screening problem is amplified by the use of a
cutoff for electrostatic interactions. The cutoff effect is more
serious for the Pi8 and Pi4 molecules than for either Pi or
pep25, because the latter two molecules carry a higher
charge than Pi and are more rigid than pep25; the charges
are also more concentrated in Pi4 and Pi8 than in pep25.
Both rigidity and charge density of Pi4 and Pi8 will prob-
ably induce a large effect on the surrounding water mole-
cules. Another, minor, cutoff effect is observed in Sim
9Pi-D: When a Pi molecule is farther away than the cutoff
distance from pep25, it no longer feels the attractive forces
exerted by the positively charged residues. However, it may
feel the repulsion of the Pi molecules that are still close to
pep25. Therefore Pi ions that are far away from pep25 will
have a low probability of approaching pep25. One can
of Pi that is outside the cutoff from pep25. By integration of
the radial distribution function of Pi around pep25 from the
cutoff to infinity we estimate that on average 3.5 of 9 Pi ions
in Sim 9Pi-D do not see pep25. The result of this will be a
reduced electrostatic screening of intrapeptide interactions.
Some methods, such as Ewald summation (Allen and
Tildesley, 1987; Smith and Pettitt, 1991a) and particle-
particle, particle-mesh (Hockney and Eastwood, 1981; Luty
et al., 1994), are available to treat long-range electrostatic
interactions in MD simulations, but none of these methods
has, to our knowledge, been implemented on the message-
passing parallel computers (Bekker et al., 1993; Berendsen
et al., 1995) that we need to perform these long simulations.
Therefore we are currently working on an improved long-
range electrostatics treatment based on a Poisson solver
(Berendsen, 1993) that can be implemented on our parallel
computers. Until such a method becomes available we be-
lieve that our simulations are state of the art in the field of
peptide simulations, because they cover a relatively long
time (2.0 ns) and were performed with a relatively long
cutoff of 1.8 nm. Although there still is a cutoff effect in
Sim 9Pi-D, the radial distribution function of Arg-CZ
around Arg-CZ (Fig. 9) shows that the positively charged
Arg sidechains can approach one another more often owing
to the electrostatic screening by the Pi ions. Fig. 9 also
shows that the strength of the cutoff effect (the height of the
peak at the cutoff length of 1.8 nm) is reduced by the
addition of counterions in both Sim 9Pi-D and Sim 9Pi-R.
It should be noted that the pep25 concentration in our
simulation is only a factor of 2.5 higher than in the NMR
experiments that were done at a peptide concentration of 7
mM (corresponding to a peptide:water ratio of 1:7850,
whereas we have 1:3264 in Sim 9Pi-D). This means that
interactions among different pep25 molecules will often
occur and also that interactions between pep25 and multiple
phosphate molecules are very likely. The latter point is
supported by experiments that show that an increase of the
Pi concentration leads to larger a-helicity of pep25 (van der
Graaf and Hemminga, 1991), which can be explained only
by more interactions. With pep25 and Pi in a test tube there
will always be Pi molecules in every direction around a
pep25 molecule. This was also the case for Sim 9Pi-D and
Sim 9Pi-R, for which one pep25 molecule was surrounded
by nine Pi molecules. Hence, the sampling problem that is
apparent in the other simulations does not affect Sim 9Pi-D.
Therefore we conclude that these simulations are good
enough for at least a qualitative interpretation of the data.
Correspondence with experimental data
We compared our simulation data of pep25 in Sim 9Pi-D
with the relevant experimental data. The correspondence
between CD spectroscopy and a-helicity in Sim 9Pi-D
(Table 6) is remarkable. It should be kept in mind, however,
that the result is biased by the starting structure, which
contains a rather long a-helical part. The same reasoning
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can also be applied to justify the results: Inasmuch as we
remain relatively close to the starting structure (which was
derived from experimental data) our simulation is sampling
the configurational space close to a relevant structure.
Good qualitative agreement between measured and cal-
culated 'Ha chemical shifts was found. The trend of the
experimental data is reproduced (Fig. 3), although there is
no quantitative agreement. In particular, the ten N-terminal
residues deviate from the experimental data; part of this
effect may be caused by binding of Pi to the Thr-2 and
Thr-5 sidechains and to interactions of Pi with backbone
atoms (Fig. 6). Because the experimental data show that this
region of the peptide is in a random coil conformation (van
der Graaf, 1992), the larger deviation indicates that the first
10 residues have too much secondary structure in Sim
9Pi-D. From the secondary structure plot (Fig. 5) and from
the Pi binding plot (Fig. 6) it can be seen that the amount of
secondary structure in the first 10 residues is reduced when
no Pi is bound to it (after 1000 ps). This suggests that a
longer simulation may improve the correspondence of 1Ha
chemical shifts between experiment and simulation for this
region of the peptide. As the Williamson-Asakura method
for calculating chemical shifts (Williamson and Asakura,
1993) is an empirical method that is fitted on 'Ha atoms, we
expect good correspondence between calculated and exper-
imental data because we consider only 'Ha atoms. Further-
more, no aromatic residues are present in pep25, so no
ring-current effects occur that could produce large 'Ha
shifts. The only problem that can arise in the calculation of
chemical shifts from structural data is the contribution of the
local electric field, which does not take the solvent into
account. Although it is hard to assess the strength of this
effect, we believe that differences in 'Ha chemical shifts
should be attributed primarily to different local conforma-
tion or insufficient sampling. Nevertheless, the qualitative
agreement of experimental chemical shift data with our simu-
lation data, together with the good agreement of a-helicity,
demonstrates that the trajectory of Sim 9Pi-D is a physically
meaningful data set, which is both valid and useful for further
analysis. It seems that the measured 'Ha chemical shift 6
values are closer to 0 when the random coil values of Merutka
et al. (1995) are used than with those of Bundi and Wuthrich
(1979), which may be the result of the difference in pH at
which the random coil values were measured (pH 5.0 for
Merutka et al. and pH 7.0 for Bundi and Wuthrich); pH 5.0
was also used for the experiments with pep25.
The results for Sim 9Pi-R are not nearly so good as those
for Sim 9Pi-D. This means that the starting structure, in-
cluding the positions of the ions relative to the peptides, is
very important for the final result. Although some features
of the chemical shift curve (Fig. 3), such as the peak at
Leu-8, are reproduced very well in Sim 9Pi-R, the overall
correspondance with experiment is not good; in particular,
there is a strange peak at Ala-15. This peak corresponds to
a dip in the a-helicity curve at Arg-14 (Fig. 2). When the
peptide is a-helical there is substantial repulsion between
static screening, as in the beginning of Sim 9Pi-R when the
Pi ions are far away from the Arg residues. Breaking of the
a-helix may be the simplest way to increase the distance
between the positively charged residues, thereby facilitating
water insertion into the backbone (DiCapua et al., 1990).
Interactions between Pi and pep25
All interactions between pep25 and Pi are largely electro-
static in nature. Nevertheless, it is useful to distinguish a
number of different types of interaction: hydrogen bonds
between Pi and pep25 backbone, hydrogen bonds with
neutral-hydrogen-bond-forming sidechains, and ionic inter-
action between Pi and charged sidechains. The last-named
type is essentially different because of its long-range nature.
Direct hydrogen bonds between Pi and uncharged
sidechains (Ser, Thr, and Asn) seem to be relatively strong
once they have been formed (Fig. 7). However, in Sim
9Pi-R, for which such interactions are not formed initially,
the Pi ions do not "find" the uncharged sidechains in the
2.0-ns simulation. Thus we cannot draw any conclusions on
the amount of Pi around these sidechains, because our
simulations have not converged. For Pi binding to charged
Lys and Arg sidechains, in contrast, we do find converged
RDF plots (see Figs. 7 and 9). We also plotted RDFs for the
first and last nanoseconds of our simulations (data not
shown). In this case there was no convergence between the
simulations and no convergence between first and last nano-
seconds of our simulations either. From these findings we
conclude that the 2.0-ns simulation is the smallest simula-
tion time that is long enough for sampling of charge-charge
configurations. One can expect that the sampling will be
worse when fewer ions are used and vice versa. To obtain a
proper sampling of the interactions between Pi and the neutral
sidechains probably requires a simulation time that is an order
of magnitude larger than the 2.0-ns time that we used. Another
feature of the RDFs is that both Arg and Lys have a broad
distribution of Pi (Fig. 7) and a large secondary peak, corre-
sponding to water-mediated hydrogen bonds, which is virtually
absent in the other RDFs. The observation that Pi interacts with
pep25 mostly through water-mediated hydrogen bonds is sim-
ilar to what was found in a simulation study of Enkaphalin in
1 M acetate solution (Smith et al., 1993).
Binding of Pi to pep25 involves some kind of cooperat-
ivity: Once a Pi ion is bound, to either a sidechain or a
backbone atom, it very often binds to more than one residue
simultaneously or makes multiple hydrogen bonds with the
same residue. Despite the high charge of +9 on pep25, only
a small number of Pi ions bind to pep25; apparently the
desolvation of both Pi and pep25 is energetically unfavorable.
The promotion of a-helix content by Pi in Sim 9Pi-D is
primarily an effect of electrostatic screening. The experi-
mental results can also be explained this way: Increasing the
salt concentration increases the charge screening effect. The
small difference between phosphates and other salts is that
they sometimes, but certainly not often, bind through direct
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hydrogen bonds. One effect of longer phosphate molecules
is that the repulsion between negatively charged groups
cannot increase their distance, and therefore screening is
increased even more. It is likely that the possibility of
making several ionic contacts simultaneously, together with
the higher rigidity of the longer phosphate chains, meaning
less entropy loss on binding, will make binding of oligo-
phosphates more favorable than binding of Pi ions. It seems
plausible that the same reasoning can be applied to binding
of pep25 to RNA.
a!-Helix initiation
It has been suggested that Gln- 12 and Thr-9 are involved in
the primary loop formation of the a-helical structure. This
would involve a stable hydrogen bond between Gln-12 and
Thr-9 (van der Graaf et al., 1992). We did indeed find
hydrogen bonds between the Gln-12 sidechain and back-
bone and the Thr-9 sidechain. These hydrogen bonds were
not present in our starting conformation but were formed
during the simulation. Interestingly, a hydrogen bond be-
tween Thr-9-CO and Arg-13-NH was found from 1300 to
2000 ps simultaneously with the Thr-9-Oy to Gln-12-NH
hydrogen-bond, whereas neither the DSSP program
(Kabsch and Sander, 1983; Fig. 5) nor the Ramachandran-
angle-based criterion of Hirst and Brooks (1994; Fig. 2)
determined Thr-9 to be in an a-helical conformation. Arg-
10, however, is in a-helical conformation from 1340 ps to
the end of the simulation. The 4 angle of Arg-10 changes
from +60 to -60, entering the a-helical region of the
Ramachandran plot shortly after the Thr-9-CO to Arg-
13-NH hydrogen bond is formed. In contrast, the Thr-9
residue is found to be in the ,B-sheet region of the Ram-
achandran plot with a positive 4' angle. Therefore we con-
clude that indeed Thr-9 and Gln- 12 are involved in a start of
the a-helix and that the a-helix cannot extend in the N-
terminal direction because of the "wrong" l/qi angles of
residue Thr-9. A nuclear Overhauser-effect connectivity
daN between Thr-9 and Ala-11 that was found by NMR
experiments (van der Graaf, 1992), is also present in Sim
9Pi-D: Thr-9-Ca and Ala- Il -H are never more than 0.4 nm
apart.
CONCLUSIONS
Of the five MD simulation that we performed, Sim 9Pi-D is
the best one in methodological terms. We have shown that
for this simulation there is at least qualitative agreement
with experimental 'H,, chemical shift data and a-helicity
from CD experiments. The interaction between Thr-9 and
Gln-12 that was suggested on the basis of chemical shifts
was indeed found. Because of this interaction the 4)/i angles
of residue Thr-9 are not a-helical, thereby prohibiting a-he-
lix extension in the N-terminal direction. The hydrogen
bond between Thr-9 and Gln-12 probably induces a transi-
tion of Arg-10 to the ac-helical region of the Ramachandran
plot. In our simulation the region from residue Arg-1O
through Lys-19 is the a-helical part, which corresponds
very well to experimental results (van der Graaf, 1992). The
control simulation starting from random Pi positions (Sim
9Pi-R) shows that in 2.0 ns the charge-charge interactions
can be sampled adequately, although the overall equilibra-
tion of phosphate distribution is not achieved. The latter
finding may imply that the interactions of Pi with neutral
sidechains in Sim 9Pi-D are exaggerated because of the
docking procedure. The interaction of Pi with charged
sidechains is very often mediated by water molecules; ap-
parently the complete desolvation of two charged groups is
energetically unfavorable.
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